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Key drivers for NASA’s Partnerships 
3
 Fostering an environment 
where Industry
technologies can be spun-
in to support NASA 
technology challenges
 Platforms provided 
where industry can 
accelerate their 
technology or where the 
wisdom of the crowd 
(industry & Community) 
can advance the state of 
the art of technology
Technology Infusion
FOSTER
 Impact created across
industry from the 
technology licensed from 
NASA
 Streamlined interface to 
facilitate industry finding 
NASA technology to
license
 Startup NASA enables 
entrepreneurs to create 
new companies from 
NASA technology
Technology Transfer
IMPACT
 Inspiring the next 
generation of explorers
 Partnering with 
Educators to inspire 
students to pursue STEM
careers 
 Increase reach of NASA’s 
message of creating the 
future to all grade levels 
and to the general public
Sharing our message
INSPIRE
Goal: Insuring each relationship creates a win-win between industry goals and 
NASA’s mission
 Create opportunities for 
Industry and NASA to 
advance technology to 
enable shared goals
 Seeking partners across
6 industries
 Energy
 Medical
 Advanced Manufacturing
 Agribusiness
 Maritime
 Aerospace
Co-Development
CREATE
Lead Human 
Space Flight
EXPEDITION 56
A NATIONAL LABORATORY
Veteran astronauts work side-
by-side with Boeing and SpaceX  
providing human in-the-loop  
insight and best practices  
learned from flying in space on a  
variety of spacecraft and launch  
vehicles.
Commercial Crew Program
We are moving forward on the  
final development and  
certification of two safe, reliable  
and cost-effective, American-
made crew transportation  
systems
Moving Forward
DEEP SPACE EXPLORATION
Deep space exploration is the means to extend human presence beyond low
Earth orbit into cislunar space, to the Moon, and on to Mars. We seek answers
to fundamental questions about the origins and dynamics of our solar system,
the availability of resources, opportunities for human habitation, and even our
human destiny beyond Earth.
JSC leads the way to deep space by integrating
Science and engineering to develop…
…how we travel to get out there
• Spaceflight Architecture
• Mission Planning
• Surface Systems
…how we work out there
• Spacesuits
• Surface Operations
• Training in Mission-Relevant
Environments
…how we explore out there
• Science in Cislunar Space
and on Planets, Moons,
and Asteroids
JSC is home to NASA Astromaterials and a
leader in planetary science
… and how we live out there
• Deep Space Habitats
• Human Health & Performance
• In-Situ Resource Utilization
NASA is partnering with private industry to
develop deep space habitation concepts
JSC Technology Focus Area
Environmental Control & Life Support
Spacesuits 
Space Radiation Protection
Robotics and Autonomous Systems
Entry, Descent, & Landing
In-Situ Resource Utilization
Human System Research
Develop 
Technology to 
Solve Problems
Industry and NASA Advance Technology 
Together
Advanced Manufacturing
Advanced Technologies
Agriculture
Energy
Life Sciences / Human Performance
Maritime
Transportation and Logistics
“Bringing NASA Technology Down to Earth”
NASA’s Patent Portfolio
NASA has 1405 Active Patents & Apps
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For a full listing of available NASA patents and patent applications available for licensing, visit
http://technology.nasa.gov/patents
For free access to over 1,000 
NASA software programs, visit
http://software.nasa.gov aeronautics
autonomous 
systems
environmental 
science
electronics and 
electrical power
materials and 
processes
crew and life 
support
structures and 
mechanisms
propulsion
data servers processing 
and handling
vehicle 
management
design and 
integration tools
operations
system testing
business systems and
project management
data and image 
processing



Tools for Partnering
Communities of Practice
Interagency Agreements
Space Act Agreements
Licensing Technologies
International Agreements
Cooperative R&D Agreements
Software Use Agreements
